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Abstract. The purpose: substantiation of health related training influence of basketball and volleyball elements on functional state of 1st year students’ visual analyzers in period of adaptation to learning loads with expressed visual component. Material: in experiment 29 students of 17-18 year age without visual pathologies participated. Indicators of visual performance were determined by correction table of Tagayeva and processed by Weston methodic. Accommodative function was tested by method of mechanical proximetry. Results: the authors worked out and tested two programs of visual training. Influence of visual trainings on visual performance’s main components (quickness, quality, integral indicators) was studied as well as eye’s accommodative function (by dynamic of position of the nearest point of clear vision). Conclusions: Application of visual trainings at physical education classes permits to improve indicators of visual analyzer’s performance as well as minimize negative influence of intensive learning loads on eye’ accommodative function.
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Introduction
Students’ health and factors, which determine it, are subjects of many scientists’ works [5, 9, 20, 21]. In these works it is stressed that factor of physical education is one of the most effective and efficient components of students’ health protection [6, 13, 14]. Demand in correction of students’ health by means of physical education is accentuated in recent works [5, 12, 16]. With it, trends to reduction of health indicators, owing to didactic factors of learning process’s intensification, are noted.

Analysis of modern level of learning loads at higher educational establishments (HEE) points at significant increase of volumes of information to be mastered by students in conditions of noticeable time deficit [8]. It conditions great scope and tension of visual component of students’ learning functioning (reading, written and graphic works, usage of computers and etc.) that, altogether, create risks of worsening of visual system’s functional state. In the future: first at pre-nosological disorders and then – yup to eye diseases [20, 21].

Cause and effect relations between tensed learning functioning and visual disorders were determined in a number of scientific works [4, 17, 18]. Application of special physical exercises for prophylaxis and treatment of myopia was discussed in works by U.G. Bates [7], Ye.S. Avetisov [1], V.F. Bazarny [4], G.G. Demirchglian [11] et al. Just pre-nosological (and pro-morbid) states of visual system, caused by excessive work, in first turn require related effect of prophylaxis-correction exercises. This is witnessed by data, received by S.A. Marchuk [15]. And on the contrary, reduced possibilities of health rehabilitation and treatment of visual system are noted as existing in physical education of special health groups’ students, who have myopia [16].

Basing on tri-factor theory of myopia formation by E.S. Avetisov and theory of U.G. Bates, one of main factors of eye myopia is weakening (i.e. absence of training) of visual analyzer’s muscular system. That is why idea of special visual training lens’s ciliary muscle by A.I. Dashkevskiy and E.S. Avetisov [2, 10] and eye muscles by U.G. Bates, M.D. Corbett [7] et al is in the basis of many methodic on prophylaxis and treatment of myopia [1, 2, 7, 11, 15]. But, with it data about influence of different physical exercises on muscular system of students’ eyes and their visual system in general in period of adaptation for learning loads at HEE are quite insufficient [1].

Purpose, tasks of the work, material and methods
The purpose of the work was to study health related influence of specially selected physical exercises on visual analyzer’s functional state of first year students in period of adaptation to learning loads with expressed visual component.

Material and methods of the research:
The research was conducted on the base of KSPU, named after V. Vinnichenko during 2013-2014 academic year. For participation in the research 29 girl students of 17-18 yrs. age from pedagogic and psychology faculty were selected on the base of last medical examination. All they related to main health group and had no visual pathologies.

For realization of our purpose and tasks we used the following methods: correction test on determination of visual performance by Weston methodic and correction table of N.T. Tagayeva. We determined indicators of accuracy for maximal visual tension.

Results of the researches
The conducted pedagogic observations (including timing) over scopes of students’ visual loads and students’ questioning during first semester showed that weekly academic load is 40 hours. Scope of everyday independent work was 3.5-4 (astronomical) hours. Thus, usual working day stipulated up to 12 hours of visual loads. In connection with such significant visual component of students’ learning work especially interesting is the question about performance...
of visual analyzer. Also it concerns its ability to endure the mentioned and obviously critical scope of visual work in conditions of organism’s adaptation to new learning conditions without harm for health. It is known that excessive visual loads weaken eye’s accommodative function and eye muscles. This aspect is regarded in theories of Avetistov-Bates as certain trigger of following chain of complexity acting factors: tension of durable visual work at close distance and bent for changing of sclera’s shape from ball to oval. It results in development of myopia. Visual work is usually fulfilled in close field of vision that is accompanied by tension of eye’s accommodation. It should also be noted that part of classes (practical classes, seminars) are conducted against the background of significant emotional stresses. In new conditions of learning and sharp deficit of motor functioning it can provoke distress and result in functional disorders. In this connection some scientist rather reasonably affirm that psycho-emotional stress can substantially reduce students’ adaptation potential and condition appearing of visual disorders [8]. So, influence of learning loads’ visual component on students’ visual functions in initial period of study requires certain health related measures.

For experimental model of physical education class for first year students we selected exercises of “Basketball” and “Volleyball” sections. It was connected with the following: such elements of basketball as throws in basket and especially passes (like in volleyball as well) by character of visual apparatus’ work are very close to special visual exercises. Such exercises are used in ophthalmology and in therapeutic physical culture for training of eye’s muscular system. For example A.I. Dashevskiy and Yt.S. Avetisov improved ciliary muscles’ workability with exercises on accommodative simulator. U.G. Bates and M. Corbett developed visual function by training and exercises on relaxation (palming) of eye’s muscular system [1, 10]. Thus, idea about increasing of visual analyzer’s performance is based on improvement of accommodative (internal) and muscular (external) eye’s apparatuses with special physical exercises.

For conduct of pedagogic experiment at practical classes in physical culture we worked out and implemented two models of trainings, which by time budget were:

- **Model A** (with elements of basketball) was realized during November-December and included:
  - complex of general exercises in motion and at the spot (for activation of blood circulation system in general and muscular apparatus of healthy visual analyzer in particular) – 15%;
  - dribbling the ball with right (left) hand with changing direction of movement (training of internal, i.e. ciliary muscles of healthy visual analyzer) – 15%;
  - catching and passing of ball in different ways in pairs at the spot and in motion (training of ciliary and eye muscles) – 25%;
  - penalty throws (training of ciliary muscles) – 30%;
  - exercises for correction of posture and learning sitting (increase of supporting motor system’s quality).

- **Model B** (with elements of volleyball) was used during long term adaptation to learning loads (February-March) and included the following means:
  - complex of general exercises (GE) (in motion and at the spot) – 20%;
  - Passing of ball by two hands from above – 15%;
  - Passing of ball by two hands from below – 15%;
  - Passing of ball in pairs by two hands from above or from below – 20%;
  - Servicing of ball – 20%;
  - exercises for correction of posture and learning sitting – 10%.

Schema of researches envisaged testing of visual analyzer’s performance in period of students’ long-term adaptation to learning loads. It permitted to reveal certain formation in dynamic of visual system’s work before and after learning loads. Besides it made possible to study influence of physical culture classes on visual analyzer as per mentioned above models of visual training.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The tested</th>
<th>Levels of VP after first shift of academic classes (6 hrs)</th>
<th>VP levels after second shift of academic classes (6 hrs)</th>
<th>VP levels after visual training at physical culture classes, model A</th>
<th>Integral indicators of VP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VP quality</td>
<td>VP quickness</td>
<td>VP quality</td>
<td>VP quickness</td>
<td>VP quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EG (n=29)</td>
<td>0.854± 0.021±</td>
<td>0.206± 0.009±</td>
<td>0.177± 0.01±</td>
<td>0.822± 0.036±</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: VP visual performance, EG experimental group.

Analysis of the received data (see table 1) shows that tension of visual analyzer’s work has trend to increase by the end of day. For example, integral indicator of visual performance (VP) after learning in second shift increases by
9% (t=0.13; p>0.05). It happens, to large extent, at the account of reduction of visual work’s quickness in comparison with first shift (by 12.62% (t=1.73; p>0.05) and certain weakening of visual work’s quality by 3.75% (t=0.76; p>0.05).

Such dynamic of VP integral indicators can be explained by revealed sharp intensification of visual component of students’ learning work, connected with increase of visual work’s scope. It requires appropriate level of visual system’s functional fitness (in particular visual performance). For example, recognition of complex visual images (letters and figures) on one page of printed text requires fine differentiation of about 15.5 of complex black-white optical types.

Results, registered after visual training at the end of first stage of experiment (model A) were principally important. VP integral indicator substantially increased and became confident different from received indicators of first and second shifts by 21.76-32.8% (t=2.21-3.63; p<0.05÷0.001) accordingly. The received increment can be explained only by influence of experimental factors: health related influence on visual analyzer of model A exercises.

At second stage of experiment we used training by model B. (see table 2).

Control group of girl students attended traditional physical culture classes, in which also elements of basketball and volleyball were applied, but without appropriate accentuated load. Table 2 data show, that VP indicator, achieved by experimental group after model B trainings statistically do not differ from indicators of this group after academic classes. Indicators of visual work’s quality differed by 6% (t=1.79; p>0.05), and integral indicator – by – 33.7%, but these differences were statistically insignificant (t=0.81; p>0.05). It witnesses about certain high stability of the tested VP indicators during working day, providing visual training is conducted.

Effectiveness of model B is also proved by comparison of VP of experimental and control groups. For example, in experimental group integral indicator confidently increased by 43.2% (t=3.29; p<0.001).

The determined tension of parameters of visual analyzer’s performance required profound studying of eye accommodation of students in the researched period of learning. It was connected with the fact that visual component of students’ work stipulates eye’ working just in close field of vision. It is accompanied by the greatest tension of accommodation apparatus and external eye muscles. That is why it was important to test those functional indicators, which determine accommodation and external eye muscles’ operation in dominating zone of students’ visual work. One of such ophthalmic indicators is position of point of the most clear vision (punctum proximum – PP).

Optical setting of eye to the nearest point of clear vision permits to determine ability of ciliary muscle and external eye muscle (main regulators of accommodation) to maximal momentary tension in natural (learning) conditions of visual analyzer’s functioning. Besides, disorders of PP, point, after dozed visual work, permits to assess stability of dynamic refraction in this visual zone [2].

At the beginning of experiment position of the nearest point of clear vision in both groups met age standards of accommodation function’s development (by Donders) and was 7.84±0.35 cm. And was statistically uniform (p >0.05).

In the course of first and second stages of experiment we tested two models of visual training, which resulted in the following:

Table 3

<p>| Position of the nearest point of clear vision (PP) at different stages of experiment M±m |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage of experiment</th>
<th>Kind of visual training</th>
<th>EG(n=29)</th>
<th>CG(n=16)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st stage (November-December)</td>
<td>Model A</td>
<td>8.05±0.20</td>
<td>8.64±0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model B</td>
<td>8.80±0.22</td>
<td>9.71±0.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The tested</th>
<th>Levels of VP after first shift of academic classes (6 hrs)</th>
<th>Integral indicators of VP</th>
<th>VP levels after second shift of academic classes (6 hrs)</th>
<th>Integral indicators of VP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VP quality</td>
<td>VP quickness</td>
<td>VP quality</td>
<td>VP quickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EG (n=29)</td>
<td>0.835±0.019</td>
<td>0.233±0.007</td>
<td>0.196±0.08</td>
<td>0.885±0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG (n=15)</td>
<td>0.815±0.031</td>
<td>0.211±0.01</td>
<td>0.174±0.14</td>
<td>0.704±0.041</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: EG experimental group, CG – control group.

Visual analyzer’s performance of 17-18 yrs age girl students (March), M±m

Model B

There were used two models of visual training: A and B. The determined tension of parameters of visual analyzer’s performance required profound studying of eye accommodation of students in the researched period of learning. It was connected with the fact that visual component of students’ work stipulates eye’ working just in close field of vision. It is accompanied by the greatest tension of accommodation apparatus and external eye muscles. That is why it was important to test those functional indicators, which determine accommodation and external eye muscles’ operation in dominating zone of students’ visual work. One of such ophthalmic indicators is position of point of the most clear vision (punctum proximum – PP).

Optical setting of eye to the nearest point of clear vision permits to determine ability of ciliary muscle and external eye muscle (main regulators of accommodation) to maximal momentary tension in natural (learning) conditions of visual analyzer’s functioning. Besides, disorders of PP, point, after dozed visual work, permits to assess stability of dynamic refraction in this visual zone [2].

At the beginning of experiment position of the nearest point of clear vision in both groups met age standards of accommodation function’s development (by Donders) and was 7.84±0.35 cm. And was statistically uniform (p >0.05).
At the end of first stage of experiment position of PP1 points increased in both groups and but in EG it was 3.21% (t=0.53; p>0.05), while in CG– 10.77% (t=1.72; p>0.05). That is why in intergroup indicators there appears difference, which was 6.83% (t=1.59; p=0.05). At the end of second stage of experiment (April, May) after application of model B in EG group trend to increase of PP1 position remains in both groups. Though in EG it was, in respect to first stage, 9.3% (t=2.53; p<0.05), and in CG – 12.38% (t=2.33; p<0.05).

Analysis of all PP1 points’ positions during all experiment makes us to recognize negative influence of fixed scopes of visual learning loads in close field of vision on visual analyzer’s accommodative function in both groups. But application of worked out visual trainings is rather effective barrier, which prevents from myopia among first year students at stage of adaptation to learning loads. Just accelerated rates of increasing of PP1 position in CG at first and second stages of experiment point at progressing weakening of eye’s accommodative function. It can be regarded as one of main factors of expansion of accommodative myopia among students.

Discussion

At the beginning of our work we hoped to receive data, which completely would prove effectiveness of worked out visual training models. Fundamental principles of theory of accommodative myopia (U.G. Bates [7], A.I. Dashhevskiy [10], Ye.A. Avetisov [1, 2]) caused by weakening of eye’s muscular system, were the basis for our assumptions.

We think that our purpose was achieved, though not completely, as far as determined in the course of experiment types of visual performance in all tested groups do not differ clearly by indicators of quality and quickness. But quick effect of health improving influence of visual trainings on dynamic of eye performance can be considered proved. Comparison of the received data with data of other authors [15, 16] witnesses that maximally expressed health related effect of different visual exercises and methodic is observed just at level of pre nosological and pre-morbid state of students’ visual analyzers.

In our research we, for the first time, analyzed specificities of healthy visual performance by indicators of quickness, quality and integral indicator of 17-18 yrs age girl students in period of long term adaptation to visual component of learning work.

We revealed super-critical, actually not stipulated by organization of educational process scopes of visual loads. They are characteristic just for initial period of students’ learning at HEE. It should also be noted that this fact creates certain difficulties for conduct of experiment. It does not permit completely control parity of visual learning loads in experimental and control groups. We admit that it could reflect in results of testing of some participants of experiment.

For the first time by dynamic of PP1 distance increase we determined general negative trend to weakening of 1st year girl students’ eye accommodative function. In period of adaptation to new conditions of learning this phenomenon shall be regarded as specific marker of appearing of eye myopia under influence of excessive visual work in close field of vision.

By results of the conducted experiment we can also think that functional affinity and effectiveness of selected for visual (accommodative) training exercises have been proved. They are exercises on ophthalmic stimulators, built on principles of “accommodation slacking”.

Conclusions

Initial period of learning at HEE is characterized by critically high scopes of learning loads’ visual component and it requires specially organized visual trainings.

Worked out on the base of basketball and volleyball elements models of visual trainings (as part of specialized physical education classes) showed expressed accommodative-training effect. It permits to minimize negative influence of excessive visual loads.

Integral indicator of visual performance and its components (quickness and quality of visual work) in EG illustrate certain stability in days of visual training, which confidently differ from indicators of control group.

Dynamic of PP1 point’s position during all experiment illustrate certain health related effect of accommodative function of EG girl students’ visual analyzers.

The prospects of further researches imply working out of principles of students’ visual training on the base of studying of regularities of quick and long terms adaptation to learning loads.
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